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Collaborate. Engage. Inspire.

Collaborate.
At the Marian University Speaking Studio, you’ll work one-on-one with a
consultant to set goals and find interesting ways to reach them. The studio is a
collaborative space where we share ideas, meet goals, and engage audiences.

Engage.
Interested in hearing other people share big ideas or maybe you’re interested
in sharing your own ideas with a small group? Join us each semester for our
signature Studio Speaker Series, followed by Studio Sessions (small group
dialogues). Check in with our Facebook or Instagram for up-to-date schedules.

Inspire.
Once visitors leave the studio, they go on to
inspire audiences big and small. Whether
you’re practicing an informative speech for
COM 101 or a testimonial for a city council
meeting, we’re here to listen and support
your speaker goals.

Marian University Speaking Studio
Location: Clare Hall, Room 018
Hours: Monday-Friday, 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Schedule an appointment
at muspeakingstudio.setmore.com.

Track Your Visits
Visit the Speaking Studio four times in a semester to be entered to win an
end-of-the-semester raffle.
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Common Questions
What do I talk about?
The best speakers talk about things that matter to them. What makes you
excited? What confuses, angers, or inspires you? Start there. At the Studio, we
can help you sort out the details.
I’m feeling nervous, what do I do?
Visit us! We can help you craft a personal plan of action. Everyone experiences
communication anxiety differently, so first, it’s important to understand what
you’re feeling. Then you can discover strategies/solutions for those feelings.
Hint: deep breathing helps almost everyone.
How do I practice on my own?
Start a few days earlier than you think you need to (no one ever complains
about practicing too much. In fact, it’s one of the top strategies for combating
communication anxiety). Time yourself every time you practice. Practice in front
of a mirror, in front of friends, but most importantly, practice saying the words out
loud. Running through the speech in your head doesn’t help you give the speech
out loud. Make your practice as close to performance as possible.

Follow us to #speakeasy
facebook.com/muspeakingstudio
@muspeakingstudio
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